FBI Report

Complaint Referral Form
Internet Crime Complaint Center

Note: Fields marked with * are required.

Victim Information

* Name: The American people
Business Name: United States of America
Age: [Please select one...]
* Address: All 50 states of the Union
Address (continued):
Suite/Apt./Mail Stop:
* City: [Please Select One...]
County:
* Country: [Please Select One...]
State: (None)
* Zip Code/Route: numbers only (1112233333)
* Phone Number: [Please Select One...]
* Email Address: arnietomsonarner.com jdoe@email.com
Business IT POC, if applicable:
Other Business POC, if applicable:
Description of Incident

* Provide a description of the incident and how you were victimized. Provide information not captured elsewhere in this complaint form.

FYI. Plotting the destruction of America no doubt.

Suspected Conspiracy and collusion- A threat to national security

From: AAGCENTDESIGN1 [mailto: aagcentdesign1@earthlink.net]
Sent: Friday, November 17, 2017 2:26 PM
Subject: Don's (and George Soros) are at La Costa Resort THIS WEEKEND brainstorming for 2018...

Did you guys see this...CMS...the Dem's (and George Soros) are at La Costa Resort THIS WEEKEND in Carlsbad....brainstorming for 2018...


Which of the following were used in this incident? (Check all that apply.)

☐ Spoofed Email
☐ Similar Domain
☐ Email Intrusion
☐ Other Please specify: [Public published email message]

Law enforcement or regulatory agencies may desire copies of pertinent documents or other evidence regarding your complaint.

Originals should be retained for use by law enforcement agencies.